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How do I use the mat?

There are two ways to prepare STEP and CLEAN sticky mats for use

1) USING A MAT PACK (30 sheets) WITH A REUSABLE FRAME
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FIRST- Place the FRAME on the floor or hard surface. Then prepare the MAT PACK to attach
to the frame by simply peeling off the bottom protective layer (not a sheet with a numbered
tab)
of the 30
sheet mat pack, exposing an adhesive surface. Center the MAT PACK on the frame and
press
the exposed adhesive surface directly on the
smooth
surface of the FRAME.

NEXT - First remove the top protective covering of the 30 sheet MAT PACK, not a sheet with
a numbered tab
. This will expose the top sticky sheet with tab #30. As the sheets becomes soiled with dust and
dirt simply peel them away by grasping a numbered tab starting with #30 to expose another
clean sheet with the next numbered tab #29. Continue in this fashion until all 30 sheets have
been used and then replace the mat pack following the same easy directions.
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A non-stick, non-slip rubber backing on the underside of the frame keeps the MAT and FRAME
in place on any surface and can still be easily moved from place to place.

2) WITHOUT A FRAME

FIRST - Prepare the mat PACK by simply peeling off the bottom protective layer of the 30
sheet mat pack, exposing an adhesive layer. (
not a sheet with
a numbered tab)
Press the exposed adhesive surface of the pack directly to the HARD SURFACE flooring such
as wood, tile, cement etc. where the mat will be used. The bottom layer of adhesive will keep
the mat in place.
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NEXT - Remove the top protective covering of the 30 sheet mat pack, (not a sheet with a
numbered tab).
This
will expose the top sticky sheet with tab #30. As the sheets becomes soiled with dust and dirt
simply peel them away by grasping a numbered tab starting with #30 to expose another clean
sheet with the next numbered tab #29. Continue in this fashion until all 30 sheets have been
used and then replace the pack following the same easy directions.
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For pictures of this action see menu item “installing without Frame”
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What are Clean Room Sticky Mats?

Sticky mats help to keep controlled environments clean by pulling dirt from shoes and cart
wheels before entry. This reduces the frequency and intensity of sweeping and mopping
required to keep contaminates out.

What industries use sticky mats?

Semiconductor, Electronics, Pharmaceutical, Biotechnology, Hospitals, Nuclear, Aerospace,
Food Processing, Construction/Renovation and in the Home or Office

How long will the mat last ?

This answer depends on the amount of foot traffic the mat is exposed to. Under typical
conditions a 30 layer mat will last about one month in a Clean Room 2-3 months at home.

What styles are available?

Industrial white blue and gray along with a number of designer images and custom logos
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Are the mats biodegradable?

They are non toxic but not biodegradable. They should be recycled like water bottles.

Can they be placed outside?

Yes, but the mat may become very slippery when wet and care should be taken relative to the
weather for safety.
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